GALE AND YOUR LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Place trusted materials in the learning workflow.

SEARCH AND NAVIGATE

Once your institution installs Gale resources into your LMS, instructors and students will be able to launch Gale resources within the LMS without further need for authentication. Features and tools will function exactly like they do when accessed outside the LMS.

LEARNING TOOLS INTEROPERABILITY

LTI is a standard for connecting external applications to Learning Management Systems. If an external resource is LTI certified, it can be integrated directly into any LMS that supports LTI.

Gale’s LTI 1.0 certification means you can access your Gale resources within any Learning Management System that supports LTI 1.0. Easily discover quality information to enhance lessons and instruction with Gale in your LMS.

Visit support.gale.com/ims for a full list of over 100 Gale resources certified to work within LMS.

Not sure if your LMS supports LTI 1.0? Search the Certified Product Directory maintained by IMS Global at imsglobal.org/cc/statuschart.cfm.
ADD LINKS AND ASSIGNMENTS

If your institution’s LMS supports LTI 1.1 (or deep linking), in addition to searching and browsing Gale resources, instructors may be able to embed or link to specific documents as assignments or points of discussion.

Schoology and Canvas

If your institution uses Schoology or Canvas, Gale resources will appear in the toolset for generating assignments, discussions, and quizzes. Once opened, the instructor will be able to select Gale materials to link or embed within their course with a single click using either the Embed Link or Embed Document buttons.

GET STARTED TODAY!

If your institution has

• An LMS that supports LTI 1.0
• Current access to a Gale LTI 1.0 certified resource

Your Gale Customer Success Manager can provide all the information your LMS Administrator needs to install your Gale resources.

Connect with your Customer Success Manager at gale.customersuccess@cengage.com for easy access to your premium Gale learning content.

Other LMS That Support LTI 1.0

If your institution is not using Schoology, Canvas, or another LMS that supports LTI 1.1, instructors can use the Bookmark tool within Gale resources to generate and copy a persistent link back to a specific document.

Instructors can then paste the link into a post within the LMS to direct students back to a specific document.